Fluency→Self-confidence→Learning
Vocabulary first, Grammar next
Learn French in “SKURT”:
Say it! Know it! Use it! Read it! Trace it!
In the comfort of your home, at your own pace and time, all year around, let
our 36 years of experience in teaching a Second Language, mainly French, at
various levels, help you enhance your oral proficiency in French.

A. The procedure:
I. Email specific information about your level and French experience so that
you can download a recorded French dialogue with an English lexicon and a set of questions,
dealing with a specific theme.
II. Listen to the recording and repeat aloud at least 2 times a day.When you
master the vocabulary in context, read with intonation and expression, you then will
respond to the set of questions accompanying the text, on your own, before listening
to the recorded answers. Once you become satisfied with your performance, you either
download another text dealing with a different theme or you email us your recorded
reading and answers for evaluation.
III. After every three sessions, there will be a lesson consisting mainly of
questions and answers dealing with the vocabulary of the texts already covered. At
first, respond clearly and in complete sentences to the set of questions. Then listen
to our set of recorded answers and compare them to yours. Finally, if necessary, go
back and respond with more confidence and accuracy to the original questions,
before emailing us your responses or downloading another text.

B. The fees:
- $ 3.00 for every lesson which includes a recorded French text with an
English for the new words.
- $7.00 for every evaluation: We listen to your recorded reading / responses,
and give you feedback.
- The payment will be made through Pay Pal at www.ezfsl.com
- SPECIAL OFFER: 12lessons x 12 evaluations x 12 months = $100.00.
For more information, please contact akhoury@cogeco.ca
To learn more about our methodology, please visit us at www.ezfsl.com

